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Ste et Non: Are We So Sure of Matthean
Dependence on Mark?
H.P. HAMANN

The t1uthor i.r 11ice-pri11cit,t1l of Llllher S1111iNorth Adelaide,
.ll.t1s1rlllill.
nary in

MARK,
especially at the way in which G. M. Styler has recently defended it. The author then
examines the pros and cons of the arguments and concludes that the case for Markan
priority is not as open and shut as some would argue.
l.BT's TAKB ANOnlER LOOK AT THB VIEW THAT MAnHBW DBPBNDS ON

T

he second part of the tide suggests pre.
cisely the content and conclusion of
this essay on literary aiticism of the first
two gospels. It is granted that the sic et
non is cryptic. By this phrase I am suggesting the method or scheme that is to
be followed in presenting the case. It is,
in brief, to pair the arguments for Markan
priority in G. M. Styler's essay, "The Priority of Mark;' 1 with at least an equal
number of similar arguments that speak,
me illlJi&e, as strongly for the priority of
Matthew. Two other writings which .figure
either by direct reference or by implication
in the dialog are B. H. Stteeter's The Poll'f
GosfJ,ls,2 by whom, according to Styler,
"the classical statement and defense" of the
two-document hypothesis was made, and
Dom B. C. Butler's attack on the generally
accepted view in Th11 Origi1111li1,y of Mtu-

1h1111.•
It is the merit of Styler's essay that he
abandons a number of the arguments for
Matthean dependence advanced so con.fi-

dently by Streeter and others, particularly
the argument from formal relationships between the synoptic gospels. Gunther Bomkamm, for instance, can still write in ],nu
of Nazareth:
This hypothesis in fact best explaios lhe
facts: ( 1 ) almost the whole of Mark's
Gospel can be found again in the rwo
others, ( 2 ) basically the order of evena
in them, in spite of much regrouping of
individual items, is the same as in M
[Mark], and ( 3) the wording of the Gospels agrees to such an extent that we are
justified in maintainiog the priority of the
Second Gospel as well as the literarJ dependence of the two others upon it.4
Styler states quite roundly: ''Butler is correct, therefore, in saying that the formal
relationships do not by themsehres compel
one solution to the synoptic problem." 1
Proceeding from a careful stody of the
parallel texts of Matthew and Mark, he
bases his position that Mark is prior to
Matthew on faas m arguments which, he
holds, put the case beyond all reasoaab~
doubt. It is the sic of these argumeots to

1 G. M. Strler, "The Priority of Mark," Excunis IV in C. P. D. Moule, Th• B;,,I, of lh•
Nn, T ~ (New York: Harper & llow,
1962), pp. 223--32.
' Gunther Bombrnrn, Ju,u ol N---,,,
trans. Irene and Praser McLusbf wich Juaa
I B. H. Streeter, Th• Po• Golf,•ls, 2d ed.
M. Robinson (New York: Harper a Bow,
(New Yolk: Maanill1n1 1925).
1960), pp. 215-16.
I Dom B. C. Buder, Th• Oniiludil, of M..
, _ (Cambriclae: The Univenity Piea, 1951).
I Strler, p. 225.
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which I wish to oppose the non of equally variants, the well-known enmples where
cogent observations.
Mark seems to be lacking respect for the
One more preliminary before proceed- apostles and even the person of Christ, and
ing to the fray. In presentations of the finally passages in which Matthew tries to
arguments for the priority of Mark one find an edifying message in obscurities of
frequently finds Matthew and Luke lumped Mark. He invokes in support the canon
together as showing the same general re- of textual criticism that, "other things belationship to Mark. Thus Streeter has a ing equal, the harder reading is to be pre~ummary statement of the main facts which ferred, since it is more probable that the
show the dependence of Matthew and harder should have been altered to the
Luke on Mark.8 The two dependent gos- easier than 11ic11 11ers11.11 Even in textual
pels are treated together, and it is stated, criticism the canon invoked is not by any
for instance, that in actual language there means to be used indiscriminately. In litis a constant tendency in Matthew and erary criticism it is quite inapplicable. In
Luke to improve and refine Mark's version. a comparison of two writers it is the style
It amazes me to see how often this state- of the two writers that must be compared.
ment is repeated. Close study of the three Some men write smoothly, clearly, consynoptics where they agree shows, that cisely; others are clumsy, inaccurate, and
while occasionally Matthew and Luke will obscure. Mark is one of the latter class.
agree in material and wording as opposed A man who can put to paper the sentences
to Mark, the closeness of Luke to Mark of Mark2:15 or 2:23 or 8:24 is capable
as opposed to a certain remoteness of the of marring beyond recognition the best bit
relation between Matthew and Mark is of Greek. It is just as easy to imagine
persistent and all-pervasive. (For those clumsy Mark botching up compctent Matwho may like to test this, here is a small thew as to imagine competent Matthew
selection of paragraphs in Aland's s,,.opsis tidying up some of Mark's inelcgancies.
Q#IIIIIHW B111111gelionwn: 181 37, 38, 42, It is not possible here to examine in detail
46-48, 123, 1251 255, 2641 269.) It simply all of Styler's examples, but a glance at his
will not do to put Matthew and Luke in "best instance" may be enlightening.
This instance is the difficult passage
the same category in denning their relaabout
the effect or the purpose of parables.
tionship to Mark. The case for dependence
of both on Mark, if dependence of both is Matthew is said "to be trying hard to exgranted, has to be established separately ttaet a tolerable sense from the intolerable
statement"; his ''version" is further claimed
and independently.
to be "an unsuccessful attempt to simplify
1. SIC
what he found intolerable.• 7 This very
Styler's first argument concerns the rela- lack of success makes me doubt very much
tive roughness of Mark's version. This is whether this is the actual state of things
one of his strong arguments. The enm- between Matthew and Mark at this point
ples he advances arc grouped under
grammatical
sev- -all the more so because we can see in
variants, stylistic Luke's treatment of Mark something of a
eral heads:
1 Stieeu:r, pp. 159 if.
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successful attempt to make Mark easier.
Apart from some tidying up of language
( 'tOl!; &s AOIJtOl!; for lxdvol!; 8! 'tOL!; l;oo,
the elimination of -rci mivta ytvE'taL [Mark
4: 11, Luke 8: 10], the simplifying of the
construction in the quotation from Isaiah)
Luke has made Mark easier by the simple
expedient of not using the last purpose
clause of the quotation, µ:rptO'tS f:itt.cn'()Ecpc.oaLV xal. dcpE{tfi au-rot!;. What in fact
is the simplest explanation of the situation
between Matthew and Mark ( if one is not
committed to Markan priority) is that
Mark has compressed Matthew's material,
13:13-15. He has omitted v.13 and gone
saaight to the quotation from Isaiah 6,
which he has quoted in part only from the
text of Matthew, but he shows his knowledge of the total Matthean section by quoting the Isaiah material in the form of the
omitted v.13 (third person instead of
second, seeing before hearing, whereas the
Isaiah passage has the hearing before the
seeing!). The idea of the fulfillment of
prophecy in the Matthean version has been
approximately given by the use of a tva,
or final clause. All th.is would have an effect
on the exegesis of this key Markan sentence
and even on the understanding of parables
as a whole. Quite apart from what one
thinks of this view of the passage, I believe .it to be a temerarious venture to build
any ·constr11ction of Markan theology on
subde linguistic distinctions in his gospel.
The p~ faa of the matter is that he is
such an inaccurate writer that one can argue
only from the intent of larger units of his
material and never from linguistic minutiae or linguistic detail.

Styler passes on to an argument which
he regards as putting the priority of Mark
beyond serious doubt: passages where

Matthew misunderstands Mark but shows
knowledge of the authentic version at the
same time. His example is the story of the
death of John the Baptist. At this point
it is claimed that Matthew (a) misses the
connection between the story and the set•
ting by asserting that Herod wanted to kill
John, (b) fails to recollect after telling
the story that it was told as a flashback,
and so makes a smooth uansition to the
narrative which follows, and (c) begins
by calling Herod a "tetrarch" and then
suddenly calls him "king" and shows
thereby his knowledge of the Markan original. As for (a), it cannot be denied that
Mark has the superior story, but Matthew's
version is sound enough and there is not
that hiatus between introduction and sequel that is alleged. Matthew certainly
"flubbed" his Bashback, but this hardly
proves dependence. Perhaps Mark spotted
the error and correaed it. Matthew is inconsistent in his terminology in describing
the position of Her~ Mark is consistent.
Here again no argument for dependence
either way can be built up. Styler, in faa,
presupposes his position to argue on points
(b) and (c) as he does.
It is the position of Styler that "the
suongest [argument for the priority of
Mark] is based on the freshness and circumstantial Gharaaer of the narrative.• •
The situation here is like that sketched
earlier in connection with the smoothness
and roughness of language. Mark is fresh
and circumstantial as a writer, Matthew is
not. But what follows from this faa in
terms of dependency? Nothing! In faa,
one could very well argue as follows: Given
Mark's fullness and freshness, why would
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anyone want to obliterate it? Given, on two chapters of Matthew, "which seem to
the other hand, the bareness of many Mat- stem from later apologetic, or even from
thean stories, there would be good reason the stock of legendary acaetions which are
for a writer like Mark with further infor- evident in the aprocryphal Gospels." 11 We
mation available to make them into some- would have to suppose that material of
thing more interesting.
this nature existed earlier in the history
Styler's argument is directly opposite to of the church than we usually assume and
the one he advances next. "It is hard to see that Mark himself omitted it th.rough
why he should have omitted so much of recognition of its inferior historical value
value if he was using Matthew" 0 ( one or th.rough the conviction that it did not
example: the omission of the Sermon on contribute to the purpose he had in writthe Mount). Streeter, I believe, is much ing his gospel
more unguarded at this point and suggests
2. NON
that only an idiot would have done what
In this second part of the essay we turn
Mark must have done if he were using
to sections, sentences, phrases, and words
Matthew. In making such a judgment
of Mark which point to Matthew as the
Streeter forgot for a moment his own dicsource which Mark has used. I refer first
tum concerning the reasons behind a purof all to minor passages which are without
posive omission of mate.rial by one or the
point when taken by themselves in Mark
other of the synoptic writers: "for we canbut which gain some sort of meaning
not possibly know, either all the circumthrough reference to the Gospel of Matstances of churches, or all the personal
thew. ( One has to be honest enough to
idiosyncrasies of writers so far removed
approach
this without a Markan priority
from our own time." 10 One could hazard
bias in order to see the point.)
a guess at this point about the motives of
My first example is Mark3:13: "He
Mark and suggest that, just because such
a gospel as Matthew's already existed with then went up into the hill-country." This
its splendid collections of words of Jesus, sentence is at once followed by the referMark felt it unnecessary merely to repeat ence to the calling of the Twelve, but no
it all in another gospel and was content attempt is made to bring the two facts
to concenaate on that aspect of Matthew's together. There is no necessary connection
Gospel where he had a contribution to between the departure to the hill-country
and the call of the disciples. Unless one is
make.
The final argument of Styler is the one to suggest that Mark arbitrarily linked
which I personally find the most cogent and synagog ( 3: 1 ) , lakeside ( 3: 7) , hill-counthe most difficult to counter. This concerns tty (3:13), and a house (3:20) in this
the nature of Matthew's narratives that are section of his gospel as a playful series of
not found in Mark. The Tu es Petnn pas- possible places for things to happen, one
sage (Matthew 16) is not as difficult as asks, naturally, what the purpose of the
the stories, chiefly in the first two and last mountain reference is. We find that almost
the same sentence precedes the telling of
9

10

Ibid., p. 231.
Streeter, p. 169.
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the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew 5.
It looks uncommonly as though the Marbn sentence, quite pointless in its present
context, is the umbilical cord showing
where it came from. It has been suggested
that a sentence like this one in Mark serves
the purpose of modern footnotes, referring
the reader to his source or authority. A
similar example is to be found in the phrase
of Mark6:6b: "on one of His teaching
journeys round the villages" (NEB). We
have a very dose correspondence to this
sentence in Matt. 9:35 (cf.4:23). This
sentence, even more so than the one so
far considered, is pointless in Mark, without contact before or after. In Matthew
the sentence of 9:35, almost the same as
4: 23, serves the purpose of embracing the
chapters in between, v.•hich present to the
reader the Messiah of word ( Sermon on
the Mount, chapters 5-7) and the Messiah of deed ( the series of miracle stories,
chapters 8 and 9). We seem again to have
the umbilical cord linking daughter to
mother. A further example can be seen in
Mark8:2. In Mark the reference to three
days is quite arbitrarily brought into the
story. There is no excuse for them in the
previous material, which tells the story of
the healing of the deaf-mute. But in Matthew the three days fit in with the preceding material, a summary description of
the healing of many people in large crowds
which gathered around Jesus. In Mark the
three days appear quite without preparatioo. It looks very much as if Mark has
used Matthew's story and incorporated the
reference to three days into his new story
without considering why they might have
been. mentioned in the first place. This is
a far easier explanation of the relation between the two writers than to suppose that

Matthew carefully invented the previous
scene to give some sort of a reason for the
reference to the three days. A final eumple of this sore of activity at work is Mark
14: 1: "It was the Passover and the unleavened bread after two days" (literal
translation). The reference to twO days
ac this point, directly after the little apocalypse chapter, is just too precise a dating
for the situation. How much more natural a statement we have in Matthew:
"When Jesus had finished this discourse,
He said to His disciples, 'You know that
in two days' time it will be Passover.'" How
simple an explanation we have if we suppose that Mark, who has omitted all the
material of chapter 25 of Matthew and who
therefore cannot use the inuoductory sentence of Matthew for the statement in
Jesus' mouth, reformulates, keeping the
"two days," which no longer fit his new
sentence. A simple slip. Arguing from
Mark to Matthew, we have to suppose
that Matthew, seeing the ineptness, aeated
the neat use of the phrase in the sentence
which we have quoted.
Now we turn to a number of passages
which show the editor Mark at work on
a text before him. In the lengthy section
dealing with traditional and real defilement, where the material of Matthew and
Mark is very close indeed, we find in Mark
7: 18 the common word oG-r~, but the
parallel in Matthew has the very uncommon word dxµ.,;v used only once in the
New Testament and rarely elsewhere. If
there is dependence, as we all grant, then
surely the argument that there has been
an editorial change from cbq.Liiv to ~
and not from oG-rco; to cbq.L,iv, wins bands
down. In the same section and in the very
next verse of Mark's Gospel (7:19) we
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have the little phrase xa-Daettc.ov mivra
tci {:JQ¥ta ( not found in Matthew) in
which the specific lesson for the church .in
Jesus' words is drawn by the writer. Plainly,
the movement from the simple to the complex here is easier to see than the movement the other way. So once again we assert Markan dependence on Matthew.
Take a sentence of Matthew which has

caused a great deal of difficulty, 16:28: "I
tell you this: there are some of those standing here who will not taste death before
they have seen the Son of Man coming in
His kingdom" (NEB); now the Markan
version of the sentence: "I tell you this:
there are some of those standing here who
wm not taste death before they have seen
the kingdom of God already come in
power" ( 9: 1 NEB). A tolerable explanation of the sentence in Mark can be found;
to explain the sentence in Matthew is extraordinarily difficult. Who would want
to change the comparatively simple MarJean form into the very difficult Matthean
one? To make Matthew's sentence easier
would be well nigh irresistible. Again, is
Mark the editor? In the sequel to the story
of the rich young man, Mark ( followed
by Luke) has a neat conrrast between
lv tq> 'XCILQ(P ,:outq> and b ,:c'p at<i>vL ,:cp
Aexoµlvcp (Mark 10:30). The corresponding sentence in Matthew (19:29) lacks
this contrast Surely this is a case of Mark
blundering into elegance rather than one
of Ma~ew deliberately seeking an inferior expression. The appearance of the
sentence from Matthew's Sermon on the
Mount ( 6: 14-15) at the conclusion of the
story of the withered fig uee (Mark 11:25
[v. 26 is doubtful cextually}) is quite start•
ling, but Markan to the backbone, like his
awkward insertion of the notice at the end

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol41/iss1/47

of the story of the raising of Jairus' daughter that she was 12 years of age. (Mark

5:42)
Dom Buder devotes a lengthy chapter
entitled "Matthew's Great Discourses" to
arguing Mark's knowledge of this material
in spite of his nonuse of it as a whole.12
For the full argument the reader is directed
to Butler's work. It will be sufficient for
the argument here to point to two of the
more striking facts. The healing of the
demoniac .in the synagog, Mark 1:23-28
( a parallel in Luke but not in Matthew),
is preceded by a sentence which is almost
precisely parallel to Matt. 7:28-29: "The
people were astounded at His teaching;
unlike their own teachers He taught with
a note of authority" (NEB). The sentence,
of course, fits the situation perfectly, since
it is the conclusion of the great Sermon on
the Mount. Its appearance in Mark is
without any real motivation. There is a
mere .reference to His teach.ing in the
synagog (1:21), and then comes that
sentence. It looks uncommonly as though
Mark, who omits the sermon, still uses the
idea of teaching contained in it as a uansition from the previous .incident, the calling of the disciples (1:16-20), to the story
of the demoniac. The second example is
the .relation of Mark 13:33-37 to the material peculiar to Matthew in chapters 24
and 25 of his gospel. Up to verse 32 in
Mark 13, Mark and Matthew .run very
closely parallel. The five verses of Mark
with which we are now coacerned complete the apocalyptic discourse for Mark,
while Matthew runs on for 61 verses more,
in which we have the comparison of the
second coming with the flood followed by
12

Buder, pp. 72-106.
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the parables of d1e thief in the night, the
good and wicked servants, the ten virgins,
the talents, and the last judgment. However, almost all of the five verses of Mark
are found at some point in the Matthean
material, as the following list of parallels
will show: Matt.25:13, cf. Mark 13:33;
Matt.25:14-16, cf. Mark 13:34; Matt.24:
42-43, cf. Mark 13:35; Matt. 24:50 and
25:5-6, cf. Mark 13:36; Matt.25:32, cf.
Mark 13:37. To quote Buder at this point:
Quite clearly, Mark's five verses, found as
they are in a context exactly corresponding
to Matthew's sixty-one verses, and having
connections of thol18ht or language or
both with almost every paragraph of Matthew's long passage, have a literary connection with that passage. But it would be
preposterous to suggest that St. Matthew
accidentally or deliberately worked practically the total content of Mark's five
verses, in tiny fragments, into his own
freely soaring and monumental structure;
the more so, as the ideas conveyed by the
"fragments" are often integral to the contexts in which they are found in Matthew.II
The alternative explanation is the natural
one that Mark has compressed together in
his own none-too-clear fashion some of
the ideas suggested by his Matthean source.
The final point to be urged in this essay
is the difficulty that confronts th~ common
theory because of the Jewish horizon of
St.Matthew's Gospel We can best introduce this difficulty by reference to a number of passages which might have been
mentioned earlier with those where we
seem to see Mark the editor at work. There
is, to start with, the story of the Syrophoenician woman. The Markan account
11

Ibid., p. 83.

lacks the hard sentence: "I was sent to the
lost sheep of the house of Israel, and to
them alone" (NEB). And the further
saying about taking the children's bread
and giving it to the dogs, which in Matthew's account is declared to be not right,
is in Mark's account less harsh because of
the introductory sentence: "Let the children be satisfied fust" (NEB). All canons
of criticism that are usually invoked point
to the dependency of Mark at this point.
On the other hand, if Matthew has edited
Mark, whether by use of another source
or by deliberate invention, he has inserted
into the original text of Mark a very markedly anti-Gentile sentiment. Not only that,
be has inserted into his gospel a number
of sentences of a similar nature, like Matt.
10:5-6: "Do not take the road to Gentile
lands, and do not enter any Samaritan
town; but go rather to the lost sheep of the
house of Israe!" (NEB) ; and the later verse
in the same chapter: "I tell you this: before you have gone through all the towns
of Israel the Son of Man will have come"
(v.23 NEB). We must also imagine him
as having deliberately added the one word
aappci-tcp to the text of Mark 13: 18 ( d.
Matt. 24:20) to give that sentence a more
distinctly Jewish Bavor, and also as having
added the reference to the "sign of the
Son of Man" to Mark 13:26 (cf. Matt.
24:30). Where Luke has a parallel to
Mark in all these places, the closeness to
Mark and the difference from Matthew is
most noticeable. All other aspects of the
total problem put aside, there can be no
doubt that in the cases just mentioned the
simple explanation of the situation between
Matthew and Mark is that Mark has eliminated for bis purposes that which is too
specifically Jewish in Matthew.
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However, the real point of the examples
adduced in the last paragraph is that they
suggest, according to the commonly held
theory, that the writer of the Gospel According to Matthew deliberately wrote a
gospel with its very distina Jewish or
Jewish-Christian Bavor after the writing of
the Gospel According to Mark. Suppose
we set this action in the 80's of our era,
a pretty commonly suggested date. After
the destruction of Jerusalem in 70, when
Jewish Christianity was an insignificant
movement, what would lead any writer to
produce a work like the Gospel of Matthew? The sentences from Matthew 10,
15, and 24 quoted above plus several more
would have to be regarded as deliberately
archaizing. And that seems to me to be
frankly incredible. On the other hand, to
see Matthew's Gospel as a product of the
early days of the church, reflecting the situation as depicted in the early chapters of
Acts, about the time of Paul or just before,
seems to have historical credibility about
it. This is, in effect, to adopt the judgment
of Butler:
One receives the impression that the
controversy between Gentile and Jew bad

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol41/iss1/47
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not yet broken out in the Church when
this Gospel was composed.
It will also be apparent that, if Matthew
was a source for Mark and Luke, both of
which works address themselves primarily
to the needs of Gentile churches, it probably originated before the Church bifurcated into Jewish and Gentile parallel
streams. In other words, it is not likely
that the Jewish-Palestinian colouring is
due to reaction; it is probably a sign of
an early date.H
This essay ends as it began with the mere
posing of a question. It is not an attempt
to set forth a new solution of the synoptic
problem. It does, however, register the
conviction that one part of the commonly
accepted solution is very inadequately based
and that the facts adduced for Markan priority to Matthew have in great part been
wrongly interpreted and assessed, while
other facts pointing the opposite way either
have been ignored or have not been seen
in their real import. It is interesting to
speculate what would happen to the study
of the synoptics if Markan priority were
ever dealt a mortal wound.
Adelaide, South Australia
H

Ibid., p. 165.
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